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Ansrucr
A suite of gem zircon samples from Sri Lanka has been studied using infrared (IR)
spectroscopy,X-ray diffiaction, and chemical analysis.The degreeof metamictization of
the zircon, as indicated by unit-cell parameters,increasessystematicallywith U-Th content
up to the point of total metamictization. The appearanceof IR spectra also varies as a
function of metamictization: band widths increase and intensities decreasewith increasing
U-Th contents. Persistenceof bands related to Si-O bonds and disappearanceof bands
related to Zr-O bonds indicates that the structure of metamict zircon consistsof distorted
and disoriented isolated silica tetrahedrawith few ifany undisplacedZr cations. All spectroscopic indicators of crystalline order show that total metamictization is reached at an
accumulatedradiation dosageof -4.5 x l0r5 alpha decay events per mg. Hydrous components enter the structure only after total metamictization, but the amounts are not
correlated with U-Th content. In all casesOH was the only hydrous speciesdetected.

fNrnooucrroN
Metamictization of natural zircon results from accumulated radiation damageto the crystal structure caused
by radioactive decay of trace amounts of U and Th substituting for Zr. The damageis generallyconsideredto be
the result of recoiling nuclei produced in the a-emission
process (Holland and Gottfried, 1955; Headley et al.,
1982), although others have attributed it to spontaneous
(Yada et al., 1981, 1987).Metamictization
fissionof 238IJ
is characterizedby marked changesin physical properties, including significant decreasesin density, refractive
index, and birefringence (Holland and Gottfried, 1955).
Changesin the susceptibility of the contained U-Th-radiogenic Pb isotope system to chemical disturbance,important in geochronology,parallel the increasesin radiation damage(Silver and Deutsch, 1963; Silver, 1964;
Pidgeon et al., 1973).
Details of the transitional and final structures of zircon
undergoing metamictization are important to the understanding of the process.The structure of crystalline zircon
consistsof isolated [SiO4]4-tetrahedra with strong internal Si-O bonds. The tetrahedraarejoined by weakerM-O
bonds involvingZra' cations (and any speciessubstituting for Zr) in eightfold coordination (Robinsonet al., 197l;
Dawson et al., l97l). The structure of metamict zircon
has been the subject of debate. Hypothesized structures
for metamict zircon include slightly misoriented zircon
crystallites (Bursill and Mclaren, 1966) and mixtures of
crystalline SiO, and ZrO, (Pellas, 1965; Wasilewski et al.,
1973). These proposals seem unlikely in view ofrecent
X-ray spectroscopicstudies(Nakai et al., 1987;Sugiyama
and Waseda,1989; Fargesand Calas, 1991).Other pro0003-004x/91/0102-0074$02.00

posals more consistentwith these recent studies include
mixed crystalline and amorphous domains (Sommerauer,
1976) and ZrSiOo glass (Holland and Gottfried, 1955;
Vance, 19751'Yadaet al., l98l; Headleyet al., 1982).
The difference among models for the structure of metamict zircon was the initial impetus for the present study
becauseappreciablefractions of any crystalline phasesin
metamict samplesshould be evident in their IR spectra.
IR spectra may also reveal the effects of metamictization at the Si-O andZr-O bond level becausethe various
IR-absorption bands depend on different segmentsof the
zircon structure. To a first approximation the IR spectrum of zircon is made up of internal modes involving
bending and stretching of Si-O bonds in discrete tetrahedral [SiOo]o- anions and external modes involving
translation and rotation ofnearly rigid tetrahedra in relation to lhe Zr cations. Becausethese bands are well
separated,it is possible to follow them independently as
metamictization progresses.
Of particular importance to isotope geochronologyis
the stability of U, Th, and their daughter products in
metamict zircon. Zircon is known to be subject to annealing with concomitant disturbanceof the isotopic system. HrO is thought to have a strong effect on metamictization and annealing of zircon but there is little agreement
on the nature ofthat effect. Frondel and Collette (1957)
found that HrO lowers the temperatureand increasesthe
rate of recrystallization of metamict zircon in annealing
experiments. Pavlovic and Krstanovic (1965) found that
HrO hinders the metamictization process.Pidgeon et al.
(1966, 1973) found that in hydrothermal experiments,
distilled HrO had little effect on the rate of recrystalliza-
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tion of metamict zircon whereas dilute NaCl solutions
had a dramatic effect.More recently Caruba et al. (1985)
have synthesizedhydroxylated zircon, and after comparing their synthetic products to natural samples,conclude
that OH is essentialto the metamictization process.Aines
and Rossman(1985, 1986)hypothesizethat OH actually
stabilizes the metamict state of radiation-damaged zircon.
Not only is the role of HrO in the metamictization
processand its effect on the stability of metamict zircon
open to question, but the identity ofthe hydrous species,
whether HrO or OH, is not well established. Thorite
(ThSiO4) is isostructural with zircon, but there is only
limited solid solution with it. In thorite that has experiencedrelatively low a-decayevent dosesand is only partially metamict, Lumpkin and Chakoumakos(1988) have
establishedthat OH is presentin the structure. At higher
doses,suftcient to surpassthe saturation dosagefor total
metamictization, they report that several weight percent
HrO coexists with the OH. Similar studies relating the
hydrous speciesin zircon to the accumulated a-decay
event dose have not been performed. These problems
were the second impetus for our study and ultimately
became its major focus.
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in the range 4000-250 cm-r were also obtained on a few
polished plates.
A MAC-5 electron microprobe was used for chemical
analysesof the polished, single-crystalzircon plates.Concentrations of 29 elements were determined, including
major elements,U, Th, Pb, Y, and most of the REEs.
The majority of standards used for the analyses were
mineral samplesor synthetic oxides-F and P, fluorapatite; Na, albite; Mg, periclase;Al and Ca, anorthite; Si,
qvartzi K, microcline; Ti, rutile; Mn, garnet; Fe, fayalite;
Zr and Hf, zircon; Nb, synthetic NbO; Ta, synthetic
KTaO,; Pb, synthetic PbCOr; Th, synthetic ThO,; and U,
synthetic UOr. Standardsfor Y and the REEs were CaAl-silicate glasses,doped with approximately 4o/oof lhe
rare earths,synthesizedby Drake and Weill (1972).X-ray
peaks for the minor and trace elements were chosen to
avoid interferenceby those of the major elementsas well
as mutual overlaps.Backgroundson eachside ofthe measured peaks were chosen away from peaks of the other
elements.Ka lines of F, Na, Mg, and Al were measured
using a KAP crystal. Ka lines of Si, P, Ca, and Ti; La
lines of Y, Zr, and Nb; Mo lines of Hf and Th; and the
M0 line of Pb were measured using a PET crystal. Ka
lines of Fe and Mn; Za lines of La, Ce, Nd, Sm, Gd, Tb,
Er, Yb, Lu, and Ta; L0 lines of Dy and Ho; and,tllreMB
ANlr,ylrc,lr.
TECHNTeUES
line of U were measuredusing an LiF crystal. Beam sizes
The weighted mean radioactivity of each zircon was of up to 25 pm were usedin order to avoid damagingthe
determined on crushedfractions in a scintillation counter more metamict samples.Probe data were reduced using
(Silver and Deutsch, 1963).The a-activity resulting from
Bence-Albeecorrections.
decay of both U and Th is expressedin ppm eU, the
X-ray powder diffraction patterns were obtained on
equivalent U content (in secular equilibrium) necessary zircon sampleswith an internal standard of spectroscopto produce the measuredactivity. The scintillation count- ically pure rutile using a Norelco powder diffractometer.
er was repeatedlycalibrated with homogeneousstandard Patternswere obtained from l8 to 38 20 using Ni-filtered
zircon from the Pacoima Canyon Pegmatite (Neuerburg, CuKa radiation at 40 kV and 20 mA. The positions of
1954;Silver et al., 1963)that had beenanalyzedby iso- diffraction maxima were measured near the tops of the
tope dilution mass spectrometryfor U and Th in several peaks rather than at their halflheiehts in order to avoid
laboratories.The calibration was checkedby independent the problems causedby skewedpeaksin radiation-damisotope dilution analysis of several hundred zircon frac- aged samples.
tions measured with the counter. Three of the zircon
S.q,tvrpr,ecHARAcrERrzATroN
specimenswith low to intermediate radioactivity and one
metamict zircon usedin theseexperimentswere analyzed
The suite of zircon samplesfrom Sri Lanka usedin this
independently by isotope dilution methods to establish study was chosen for four reasons: the samples have a
both U and Th concentrationsand to test the uniformity
wide range ofU contents (Table l); those analyzed have
ofthe agesofthe zircon population.
experiencedless than 20VoPb loss, as shown by isotopic
A Perkin-Elmer model 180 double-beamgrating infra- studies (Tilton et al., 19571'Pidgeon et al., 1966;'Krtiner
red spectrometerand a Nicolet 60SX FTIR were used to et al., 1987); they have not been annealed,as shown by
obtain IR spectraof the zircons. Transmission spectrain X-ray powder diffraction studies (Silver and Woodhead,
the range 2100-250 wavenumbers (cm-') were obtained in prepar4tion); and most are large enough for a variety
on I mg fractions of the scintillation counter samples ofoptical and infrared spectroscopicstudies.All ofthese
(finely ground, dispersed in pressed and dried 200-mg sampleswere obtained originally from the U.S. National
KBr pellets). Polarized and unpolarized transmission Museum, and many were used by Holland and Gottfried
spectra in the range 4000-1300 cm-r were obtained on (1955). All but sample 6500 are from cut gemstonesup
polished, single-crystal zircon plates cut parallel to the to about r/zcm in diameter, generally free of fractures and
c-axis. Plates 500-1000 pm thick were best for study of inclusions. Sample 6500 is an uncut pebble about l7z cm
the weak absorption bands above 2000 cm-', including in diameter. It appearsblack in hand specimen,but redthe O-H stretching region at around 3500 cm-'. Plates dish-brown when thin. The history of most of our sam100-400 pm thick were required for the strongerabsorp- ples prior to the time we acquired them is not known.
tion bands below 2000 cm-'. Polarized reflection spectra Thus some of them may have been heated in an open
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TABLE1.

Zit@n
sample

2916A
29168
2916C
ztN-1
106531A
3-2
3-12
3-11
3-4
3-35
332
3-1
142
6500
1-21
2-4
1-30
1-24

Properties of Sri Lanka gem zircon samples
550Ma
eU a-dose
(ppm) x 1 0 ' 5

Color
straw
very pale straw
dark straw
straw
srraw
dark straw
yellow
straw yellow
pale yellow
pale yellow
pale yellow
green-yellow
green
very dark brown
yellow-green
green
green
green

20
20
20
60
155
630
1020
1580
1600
1935
1940
2025
4660
6500
6725
ND
7220
8290

0.04
0.04
0.04
0.11
0.28
1.1
1.8
2.8
2.9
3.5
3.5
3.7
8.4
11.7
12.1
(12.s)
13.0
14.9

lsotope dilution analyses

Probe analyses

Htlzl
ratio

U(ppm)
BALI
BAL
BAL
BAL
BAL
BAL
BAL
BAL
1800+ 860.
2100+ 1000
ND
2000+ 490
3000+ 240
7600+ 1700
7900+ 1100
6900+ 330
6400+ 400
6799+ 450

0.015
0.016
0.013
0.016
0.009
0.014
0.020
0.022
0.035
0.011
ND
0.022
0.035
0.059
0.045
0.044
0.037
0.063

ac

(A)

(A)

(ppm)

(ppm)

17.8(1)"

ND
ND+
2.98(5)" 6.612(1)5.994(1)

581(2)

1751(3)
5950(10)

't37.7(sl

126.4(5)
ND

ND
ND
ND
6.622(1)
6.646(1
)
6.667(2)
6.655(4)
6.700(2)
6.722(21
6.694(e)
amorph
amorph
amorph
amorph
amorph
amorph

Unit-cell

v(A")

ND
262.05
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
6.034(1) 264.60
6.061(2) 267.71
270.92
6.09s(s)
6.073(2) 268.97
6.121(1) 274.77
6.123(3) 276.67
6.141(10) 275.18
amorph amorph
amorph amorph
amorph amorph
amorph amorph
amorph amorph
amorph amorph

' Electron microprobe analyses annn is the range of analysesof difterent points resultingfrom zonation.
'. lsotope dilution analysis; (n) denotes two standard deviationserror of least unit cited.
t BAL : below analysis limit-too low for accurate electron microprobeanalysis.
t ND : not determined.

fire, a common practice among zircon collectors in Sri
Lanka. Sample 6500 did not undergo such heating.
Sri Lanka gem zircon samples are believed to be derived from late-stagepegmatitesin the polymetamorphic
Highland Group of metamorphic rocks (Munasingheand
Dissanayake,l98l; Krdner et al., 1987). They are not
found in situ, but rather as rounded pebbles in stream
deposits.However, becausethey plot on the same chord
on a Concordia diagram (Silver and Woodhead, unpublished data) and have similarly low Th/U ratios, they
appear to have related, if not identical, sources.We treat
them here as a single suite as did Holland and Gottfried
(l 95s).
RBsur,rs
The Sri Lanka zircon sampleswe studied have between
20 and 8290 ppm eU (Table l). Basedon the 550 Ma
age of the Sri Lanka suite (Gottfried et al., 1956), their
calculatedtotal a-decayevent dosageis between0.05 and
14.7 x l0'5 a-decay events per mg. Samples with eU
below -2000 ppm are yellow or straw coloredwhile those
with greater eIJ are green or brown.
Some of the zircon samplesexhibit oscillatory zoning
(Sommerauer, 1974; Sahama,I 98 I ; Chakoumakoset al.,
1987), evident from varying low-order birefringencecolors on appropriately cut thick sectionsof high-eU samples (prepared for single-crystaltransmission IR). Electron microprobe analysesof zoned samples show that
lower birefringence correlateswith higher U contents in
each case.For sampleswith 1600 ppm eU or more, electron microprobe analyses supported the equivalent U
contents determined by scintillation counter and indicated that variability of 20o/oor more betweenzonesis common (Table l). Th contents of all samplesare <1000

ppm, the effective detection limit of the electron microprobe measurements,suggestinga Th/U weight ratio of
<0.2 for the metamict samples.Hf/Zr atom ratios exhibit
a wide range from 0.009 to 0.063 and have a positive
correlationwith eU suchthat Hf/Zr :0.013 + 5 x l0-o
eU and r'? : 0.83 (Fig. l). No other substituents were
statistically significant in the electron microprobe analyses.Isotope dilution analysesof four samplescovering a
wide range of degreeof metamictization yield U and Th
contents in closeagreementwith measuredeU and Th/U
weight ratios in the -0.07-0.23 range.
X-ray powder diffraction patterns of a number of the
samplesshow a systematicincreasein unit-cell parameters with U content up to just over 2000 ppm eU (Fig.
2). X-ray diffraction maxima shifted to lower 2d values,
and becamebroader and markedly skewed(Holland and
Gottfried, 1955; Murakami et al., 1986) in the partially
metamict zircon samples.For those sampleswith greater
U contents the unit-cell parameterscould not be determined becausethey all do not give X-ray diffraction patterns and thus are metamict.
The IR spectmm of zircon is strongly affectedby metamictization as can be seen in Figures 3 and 4 showing,
respectively,powder absorptionspectrabetween1500and
250 cm-' and polarized single-crystalabsorption spectra
between 2000 and 1400 cm-', of three zircon samples
with different U contents and different degreesof metamictization. Bandsresulting from the fundamental vibration modes of zircon (Hubin and Tarte, l97l) occur in
the region between 1000 and 300 cm-' in Figure 3. The
three strong, sharp bands at 433,384, and 312 cm-' in
the crystalline zircon spectrum, representing external (lattice) vibration modes,are weakenedby radiation damage
in the partially metamict zircon spectrum and missing in
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Fig. |. HflZr atom ratio for Sri Lanka gemzircon samples,
measured
by electronmicroprobe,asa functionof equivalentU
(eU) measuredby scintillationcounter.Calculatedtotal a-decay
eventdosagebasedon a 550 Ma agefor Sri Lankagemzircon
samplesis shownacrossthe top. The linearregression
bestfit to
thedatais shown;Hf/Zr :0.013 + 5 x l0-r eU, r, : 0.83.
that of the totally metamict sample. The bands at 973
and 892 cm-r representinginternal stretching modes of
the [SiOo]a-anion (Dawson et al., l97l; Adams,1973),
and at 611 cm r, an internalbendingmode of the [SiO.]"
anion, are progressively broadened and weakenedwith
metamictization (Deliens et aI., 1977).
Plots ofthe behavior of someofthe fundamental-mode
bands as functions of eU and calculated total a-decay
event dosageare shown in Figure 5. The intensities of
the external-modebands at -384 and -312 cm ' decreasedramatically with equivalent U up to 2000 ppm
eU and are negligiblebeyond that point (Fig. 5 top). The
disappearanceof the external-modebands coincideswith
the eU contentbeyondwhich the samplesexhibit no X-ray
diffraction patterns and is thus another indicator oftotal
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metamictization. The intensities of the internal-mode
band at -892 cm-' are more scatteredbut decreasewith
eU up to 2000 ppm (Fig. 5 bottom). Beyond that value
they remain easily detectableat l0-20o/o of their intensities in the least radiation-damagedsamples.
According to Dawson et al. (1971), the bands in the
2000 to 1400 cm-' region shown in Figure 4 result from
two-phonon combination modes involving stretching and
bending modes of the [SiO4]4-anion. They becomeweaker and broader with metamictization while the relatively
transparentwindow at 1650-1700 cm-' becomesmore
opaque, corroborating the work of Wasilewski et al.
(1973), who showed that absorption at 1666 cm-r increaseswith degreeof metamictization.
A more striking effect of metamictization is the destruction of anisotropy. In crystalline zircon, absorption
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The strong, sharp bands result from combination modes involving internal stretching and bending modes of the [SiO.]o- tetrahedron. The IR absorption pattern is markedly anisotropic. Absorption at - 1780 cm I for E I c is very low compared to that
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1650-1700 cm-' range is low for both polarization conditions;
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an increasein absorption at 1650-1700 cm r; met : Sri Lanka
zircon 6500, metamict, 6500 ppm eU. The IR absorption pattern is essentially isotropic; absorption at 1650-1700 cm-r is
hich.
at -1780 cm-r is much weaker when the electric vector
is oriented perpendicular to the c-axis than when parallel
to it. The absorption ratio between the two polarization
directions is a function of eU for partially metamict zircon samples up to approximately 2500 ppm eu (Fig. 6).
It is 1.0 beyond that point, indicating that the metamict
samples are all isotropic with respect to IR radiation.
Figure 7 shows polarized single-crystal absorption
spectra between 4000 and 2000 cm ' for the same three
zircon samples as in Figure 4. The weak band at -2740
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Fig. 5. IR absorptionbandintensities,givenas absorbance
(top)Inper mg, as functionsofeU and a-decayeventdosage.
tensityof external[SiOo]translationmodebandsat -384 and
-312 cm '. Bandintensitydecreases
with increasing
{J content
up to approximately2500ppm eU and is negligibleabovethat
band
value.(bottom)Intensityof internal[SiO"]4-stretching-mode
with increasing
U conat -892 cm '. Bandintensitydecreases
tent up to approximately2500ppm eU but doesnot decrease
to zeroat highereU levels.

cm ' in the spectrum for which E // c of Ihe crystalline
zircon represents a three-phonon combination mode
(Dawsonet al., l97l). Thoseat -3095 and -3185 cm '
in the spectrum for which E I c apparently also result
from three-phonon combination modes. The strength of
the band at -2740 cm-r in the orientation for which
E // c decreaseswith eU for partially metamict zircon
and is zero for totally metamict grains as shown in Figure 8.
The broad isotropic band at about 3500 cm-' in the
metamict zircon (Fig. 7) indicates the presenceof a hydrous species,either OH or HrO, and results from the
O-H stretchingmode. Although O-H stretchingbands are
usually broader for HrO than OH in minerals, often appearing much like the band in the metamict zircon spectrum, the only certain way to distinguish HrO from OH
is by the presenceof the H-O-H bending-mode band at
about 1600 cm-' or the combination mode involving HrO
at approximately 5200 cm 1.The molar absorption coefficients of the IR bands of HrO or OH are not known in
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with U contentup to approximately2500ppm eU, beyondwhich
valuethe samplesareno longeranisotropic.

either crystalline or metamict zircon but thoseof the HrO
bands are probably within the rangeof those determined
for liquid HrO and silicate glasses(Rossman, 1988; Newman et al., 1986). The bending-modeband at -1600
cm I can be expected to be approximately 2-4 times
weaker than the stretching-mode band, and the combination mode band at -5200 cm-r can be expectedto be
approximately 30-70 times weaker. Thus if the hydrous
speciesin the metamict sample 6500 shown in Figure 7
were entirely HrO the strength of HrO bands at -1600
and -5200 cm-' would be at least 1.5and 0. I absorbance
units per cm, respectively.
There is no indication of the fundamental H-O-H
bending-mode band in any of the hydrous samples,indicating that the hydrous species present is predominantly OH rather than HrO. As can be seenin Figure 4,
however, zircon is rather opaqueat 1600 cm-' and its IR
spectrum varies strongly with degreeof metamictization.
Thus it is possible that in metamict zircon HrO might
not be unambiguously distinguishable from OH at very
low HrO concentrations.
The zircon spectrum is rather flat around 5000 cm-'.
In that region the band detection limit is approximately
0.02 absorbanceunits per cm on our spectrometer.An
HrO content that produced a stretching-modeband of 7
absorbanceunits per cm (as in sample 6500 shown in
Fig. 7) would be easily detectable.There is no indication
of the combination mode band at about 5200 cm-' in
any spectrum. The absencein the same spectmm of both
HrO bands indicates that at least 800/oof the hydrous
component in the Sri Lanka gem zircon samplesis OH.
The calibration relating IR absorption intensity in the
OH region to OH content in zircon is not established.
The amount of OH can be estimated,however, from published IR molar absorptivity data for the broad OHstretching band in glass(Newman et al., 1986) and HrO
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E // c;the dashedline showsthe spectrumfor which E I c;
20 ppm eU.
cryst: Sri Ianka gemzircon29l6C,nonmetamict,
The IR absorptionpatternis anisotropic.The bandsat -2740
cm-r.E // c.andat -3095 and -3185 cm-r,E l- c, arethreeinternalvibrations.The
phononcombinationmodesof [SiOo]aof a
sampleis freeof OH or HrO as indicatedby the absence
bandin the O-H stretchingregionaround3500cm-'; int : Sri
Lankagemzircon3-35,partiallymetamict,1935ppm eU. The
bandat -2740 cm ' is too weakto be seenat this scale,but the
sampleis not isotropic.Thereis no OH or HrO present;met :
Sri Lanka zircon 6500,metamict,6500 ppm eU. The IR abisotropic.The strongbandat -3500
sorptionpattemis essentially
the O-H stretchingmodeand resultsfrom the
cm-r represents
presence
of OH in the sample.
(Thompson, 1965).Using a simple Beer'slaw calculation,
the hydrous component in our zircon with the strongest
O-H stretching bands, sample 6500, is on the order of
0.02-0.04 wto/o(expressedas HrO).
The OH content of the Sri Lanka gem zircon samples
is related to metamictization in an interestingway. Nearly all the samples with eU below 2500 ppm contain no
OH or HrO (Fig. 9), while all those with higher U contents contain OH. There is no correlation between OH
content and U (or Hf) content in the metamict grains,
however. The two zircon sampleswith <2500 ppm eU
that contain detectableOH are both zoned. Electron microprobe analysesof sample 3-1, with an eU contentjust
below the amount sufficient to causetotal metamictization, indicate considerablevariability in U content and
suggestthat the OH detected may be predominantly in
metamict zones or at the boundary between zones. In-
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deed, a secondsample of the samegrain showedno OH.
Electron microprobe analysesalso indirectly srrggestthe
existenceof high-U zones in sample 3- I I . The two analyzed points gave values <1000 ppm eIJ, considerably
less than the average content of 1580 ppm eU. Zones
enriched in U to a similar degreeprobably exist and may
be the sites of the OH detected.It thus appearsthat for
zircon near the transition point, OH is present if U zonation is sufficient to produce metamict zones in otherwise partially metamict grains.
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Fig. 9. IR absorbance
in the O-H stretchingregionat about
3500cm ' for unpolarizedsinglecrystalspectra,givenin units
per cm, as a functionof eU and a-decayevent
of absorbance
dosage.All samplesthat are not completelymetamictcontain
little or no OH or HrO. Althoughmetamictsamplesall contain
detectable
OH, thereis no relationbetweenOH contentand U
content.

for a zircon specimen from Saudi Arabia. Murakami et
al. (1986) found that Sri Lanka zircon sampleswith over
8 x l0'' a-decay events/mg exhibited no X-ray diffraction patterns.Given the observedvariability in IJ content
for Sri Lanka zircon, the higher dosagelevel required for
complete metamictization noted by others may simply
be a result of the existence of zones or domains with
lower than averageU contents. It may also be the result
of small degreesof annealingas proposedby Holland and
DrscussroN
Gottfried (1955) and supported by Weber and Maupin
Infrared methods provide several indicators of meta- (1988)in their study ofthe behavior of238Pu-doped
synmictization to complement X-ray diffraction and optical thetic zircon, which no longer gave X-ray difraction at a
techniques.Theseinclude loss of the external-modebands dosageof 6.78 x l0r5 a-decayevents/mg.
at433,384, and 3l2cm-t,loss of the combination-mode Changesin the IR spectmm of zircon with metamictband at 2740 cm-t, and isotropism of single-crystalab- ization give some insight into the structure of the metasorption patterns. These indicators consistently show that, mict state. The external-modebands (which to a first apamong the Sri Lanka gem zircon samples studied, only proximation involve only Zr-O bonds) are missing in
those with >2500 ppm eU are entirely metamict. The metamict samples, indicating that the immediate envicalculated dosagelevel at which 550 Ma Sri Lanka gem ronment of the Zt'+ ion must be highly disturbed-with
zircon samplesbecome metamict is between 3.7 x l0t5 sufficient variation in Zr-O bond distancesand Zr-O-Si
a-decayevents/mg(sample3-1,2025 ppm eU) and 8.5 bond angles to destroy the acoustic modes present in
x l0'5 a-decayevents/mg(samplel-42, 4660 ppm eU). crystalline zircon. This is consistentwith the conclusions
The slopes of the IR data (Figs. 5, 6, and 8) imply that of Nakai et al. (1987)basedon EXAFS analysesand those
the total metamictization occurs at about 2500 ppm eU, of Fargesand Calas (1991) basedon both EXAFS and
a calculated dosageof 4.5 x l0'5 a-decay events/mg for XANES analyses.In contrast, the internal-mode bands
these zircon samples. That is the same value at which (which to a first approximation involve only Si-O bonds)
Holland and Gottfried (1955) found that unit-cell param- are preserved,albeit weakenedand broadened,indicating
eters no longer increase with dosage,but is well below that the immediate environment of the Sio* ion (the
the dosageof I x 10'6 a-decay events/mg at which they [SiO4]4 tetrahedron) must be essentiallyretained. This is
found no trace of X-ray diffraction lines. Headley et al. consistentwith the conclusionsof Sugiyamaand Waseda
(1982) found that a calculateddosageof I x 10'6 a-decay (1989) as derived by X-ray scatteringradial distribution
events/mg causedthe loss ofelectron diffraction patterns function studies. The broadening of the fundamental- and
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combination-mode bands involving internal [SiOo]o vibrations indicates that the D' symmetry of the [SiO4]4
tetrahedronis lost and that the averagelocal environment
of the silica tetrahedron becomes progressivelyless ordered up to the occurrenceof total metamictization; this
probably results from rotation and tilting of the [Sioo]o
tetrahedron in responseto displacementsof Zr. This is
consistentwith the data of Fargesand Calas(1991).The
intensities of the internal-mode bands are approximately
constant (Fig. 5 bottom) beyond that point, however, suggesting that the local environments do not continue to
changedramatically with higher dosagerates in samples
that are already metamict.
For the most part, OH is present only in metamict or
nearly metamict samples.Within this group of samples
there is no obvious relationship betweenOH content and
eU, suggestingthat Sri Lanka gem zircon samplesinitially
crystallized without OH, and OH was incorporated only
after radiation damagepassedsome threshold level-apparently the point of total metamictizationfor most grains.
Becausethe amount of OH incorporated in our zircon
samplesdoesnot con:elatewith U content, it is likely that
factors such as .f"ro, temperature,and the period of time
subsequentto metamictization were important factors in
incorporation of OH. Zircon with higher eU contents becomes metamict faster and thus may interact with fluids
for longer times subsequentto metamictization. For example, zircon 1-24, with 8290 ppm eU, must have become metamict at about 400 Ma; whereas zircon l-42,
with 4660 ppm eU, did not becomemetamict until about
250 Ma, thus raising the possibility that their interaction
with HrO in the geologicalenvironment has been different.
Our data show that zircon with no OH spansvirtually
the entire rangefrom crystalline to metamict; OH cannot
be necessaryto the metamictization process,as concluded by Carubaet al. (1985).In short, HrO and OH are not
important participantsin the metamictization processbut
may be merely fortuitous fellow travelers.They may still
have an important role in postmetamictization stability,
but that role needsto be further evaluated in light ofour
results.
CoNcr-usroNs
IR spectra of zircon depend strongly on the degreeof
metamictization. Radiation damagecausesthe intensity
of both fundamental- and combination-mode bands to
decreasedrastically. The ultimate result is the loss of the
bands representing vibration modes involving Zr-O
bonds. Consequently, the structure of metamict zircon
must consist of distorted and disoriented, isolated silica
tetrahedra with few if any undisplacedZr cations.
IR indicators of metamictization (approachto isotropy
and the loss of external vibration-mode bands)and X-ray
diffraction results both yield a total dosageofabout 4.5
x l0'5 a-decay events/mg as being necessaryfor complete metamictization. Sampleswith greateraccumulated
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dosagesdo not yield X-ray diffraction patterns and are
isotropic to both visible and infrared radiation. Variability in U content or subsequentannealing may yield partially metamict domains in otherwise metamict samples.
The only hydrous speciesdetectablein the Sri Lanka
gem zircon samples studied is OH. The absenceof OH
in most samples that are less than fully metamict indicatesthat OH is not at all necessaryto the metamictization process.The OH appearsto be absorbedby zircon
that initially has no OH only after radiation damagehas
altered its structure sufficiently-apparently something
that occurs only when zircon is metamict or nearly so.
The effect of hydrous specieson the ultimate stability of
the metamict state is not known.
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